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Critics about the works of Venko Andonovski

Slobodan Mickovich, Petar T. Boshkovski, Vase Manchev, 
Aleksandar Prokopiev, Dzvezdan Georgievski:
“The Navel of the World” is a significant piece of artwork, an artwork of literary, 

but also life-related fullness, of multiple layers, deep. It is work of ideas realized in 
living, life-related streams, through clear and plastically sculpted and defined 
characters. From one perspective, it could be looked upon as a historical novel, since the 
first part take place in the ambient of a ninth -century, monastery. The second part, on 
the other hand, the Book “Outcome”, is located in contemporary time, and the third 
part, the Book “Light” is added as a sort of a comment. The first two parts are a 
detection, a search for something important, meaningful, destined. “The Navel of the 
World” is the thing searched for, quested for, and the ones that go on the quest are 
constantly confronted with difficulties, false traces, doubts and misunderstandings. The 
parts of the book that differ in the time context differ also by the type of narration, the 
language, the style. Hence, they seem separate from each other. Nevertheless, it is clear 
that these times, a millennium away from each other, are pulsating with the same 
passion towards the same strive – to find the answer about the location of the navel of 
the world, about what that unique spot where the meaning of life is, where the wisdom 
of God and mankind are intertwined, holding the answers to all questions. In both of the 
epochs, after many searches and wanderings through the darkness of false beliefs and 
ignorance, one thing imposes it self, love as the essence of everything. Thus, this novel 
that, until the reader is enlightend with this knowledge can hardly be related to love, 
suddenly reveals itself not as a love novel, but as a novel about Love. And in the center 
of this most sublime human, the Woman is revealed. 

(From the announcement for the “Novel of the year” prize of “Utrinski Vesnik”, in 
“Utrinski Vesnik”, 115.3.2001)

Tashko Georgievski, Gane Todorovski, Dimitar Bashevski:
With “The Navel of the World”, Venko Andonovski enriches Macedonian literature 

with a powerful novel that has an underlined reflexive conception, with a very specific 
contemporary poetic writing, with an artwork deeply intertwined with Macedonia and its 
specific tradition and history, but it also enriches it with an artwork that is at the same 
time a lively echo of the nature of a contemporary writer... Venko Andonovski, incredibly 
insightfully and craftly, shapes a novel of characters and ideas that connect different 
time-frames in the search for the middle of the world, the navel of the world, in order to 
reach the knowledge about the complexity of this search and, above all, the complexity 
of human nature that, in its essence, in all times and circumstances remains the same –
complex and infinitely unreachable.

(From the Statement of the presentation of the “Stale Popov” Award from the 
Macedonian Writers Association for 2001).

Tome Arsovski, Slobodan Mickovic, Gligor Stojkovski:
The novel “The Navel of the World” by Venko Andonovski is a text in which, in 

accordance with postmodern poetics and transtexuallity, one gets the impression that 
the contemporary idea for the novel is that the novel is a composite. In this novel there 
is a skillful game and dispute about the question of the author of a “novel”, and thus, the 
novel symbolically puts forward the question about the creator of this world. It is a novel 



about the search for God, meaning, beauty, all related to the symbolism of the navel. 
This novel is in a way intertextually connected to Andonovski’s previous novel, “An 
Alphabet for the Disobedient”. That is , it is as if this text were introduced by the 
previous novel. The novel consists of “A preface for the editor” (with this a mystification 
about the author is being created), and three “Books”: “The Navel of the World”, 
“Outcome” and “Light”. The first part disputes the revealing of a script from Solomon’s 
glass written by Constantin the Philosopher; the second part is about the decision of a 
young person to leave with a circus and become an acrobat, and the third one is a 
comment of a female character, the acrobat’s first love and the unfortunate death of the 
character. In all these three parts the idea is identical: the future has already happened, 
and the past is happening again. The novel is integrates several ideas, postulates, 
strivings, projections and streams present from the beginning until the final illumination. 
In this sense, one can see this novel as a philosophical novel, because it is a novel with a 
thesis. The thesis is the same in the part that takes place in the ninth century as the part 
that happens in the twentieth century: what is important is the search for the substantial 
answer that reveals human life and its meaning. The search itself is the center of life, 
the need of consciousness for one’s own self. Of course, the novel inspires other 
readings, different consequences and conclusions that derive from its narrative treasure 
and depth.

(From the explication about the nomination for “The Navel of the World” for the 
Balkanika Award, 2000)

Venko Andonovski (1964)

“The Navel of the World”
(Excerpt)

1.

We are: body and soul; The Lord is: soul, body, and God. But when it is said: 
beautiful is the Lord and great are his deeds, it is so said because all flesh, matter, and 
thing is perfect in itself, and because each one of them is in close relationship to the rest 
of creation, created for a certain and necessary purpose.

Thus it is with the ant. Thus with man.
Thus with me, a man-ant, with a cunning base purpose, unworthy as I was; I, an ant 

who proffers this creation to You who are to appear on the face of the earth after me 
and stand before the face of God as I stood but could not stand, because He banished me 
from before His face. And the Lord expelled me from before His face with these words: 
“Be gone from My face; thou decided to reshape and complete that which I never wanted 
to alter, recreate, or finish.”

One is great, the Lord God Almighty, the One who is everywhere, the One who 
created everything out of nothing. He is everywhere, He watches all and hears all; He is 
everywhere, but he does not accept my body as his earthly temple, though for thirty-
three summers I exalted him in prayers that issued pure from my heart. He rejected me 
as His dwelling place, He did not receive me into Himself, and my heart never had joy in 
God; and God forsook me after the day the destroyer of my soul appeared, the one who 
inflicted suffering and misfortune unto me: the Philosopher. The Lord rejected me 



because of him, and now He abides in me no longer, though He is everywhere: in the 
kernels of wheat on the roadside, in herbs and animals, in the fish of the waters and the 
birds of the air, in the eyes of people, and in all creatures. He is everywhere, except in
me.

And I am angry with Him. And He sees that I am angry and mocks me, snickers 
throughout the firmament that he placed over the foundation of the earth. He laughs, 
because He has an advantage: it is easier for Him to create a new sun in the heavens 
than it is for me to light a candle; it is easier for Him to send a flood upon the earth, a 
great wave, than for me to shed a tear and beg for forgiveness. Thus we live, He and I, in 
an undeclared war. One beside the other, He above and I below, like two armies, one 
powerful, with an awesome array of banners, the other leprous, miserable, famished; 
two armies, mismatched, one against the other, before the sounding of the decisive 
bugle.

Because I have grievously sinned: all of creation has suffered because of my deed. I 
attempted to undermine the throne of God, to usurp it, to displace the center upon 
which it balanced; but this when the time is ripe, oh ye of feeble and wretched souls.

I am a black worm, a dark ant, black, abiding in the bleakest black. I have no eyes. 
My heart knows not the light. I tremble with fear. But I fear not Him, our Lord, for He has 
seen all; He has seen what I did. I fear myself. If I did it, then doth not my heart know 
the measure of evil to which it is prone? For evil knows no measure, as do mercy and 
beneficence; do evil, and thy soul yearns for more. Only a moment will determine thy 
choice between the two. I fear, my bones clatter, my soul is in fever as I write these 
words, for you who are to come, who will judge his deed and mine and will wonder how 
it came to pass that the Lord opened the gates of the celestial abode to him, but I, who 
surpassed him in certain respects, was despised and cast aside.

I emblazon these words for you, for I know what happened and what horrible results 
issued from my sinful soul. And He knows. He needs no epistles, words, or letters. He 
saw. Neither our public nor our secret deeds are hid from His omniscient eye. 

Did the Philosopher know what my wretched soul, sick to the marrow, did for him? 
This question will pain me till I draw my last breath, to the final closing of my eyes. If he 
did not know, then why were his last words addressed to me, when he rested in God, in 
shimmering Rome, on the fourteenth day of the month of February, in the second 
indiction since the creation of the world, in the six thousand three hundred seventy-
seventh year, the words he expressed in a compressed tome, in his cramped, shaky hand: 
“This to be delivered to Father Ilarion. God’s wisdom and His salvation are contained 
together within.”

The letter read thus: “Imagine the darkest of nights, the blackest shade of marble, 
the blackest ants. On such a starless night, on such a marble slab, God not only sees the 
ant but also hears the thudding of its feet. May God and peace be with you, Father 
Ilarion. Amen.”

I tore up the letter and swallowed the pieces. Deep within me, in my bowels, I 
concealed the pricking parable he wrote to me as well as the misery it brought me. I 
swallowed a letter, I devoured a poisonous tome. Now it rises up. This is but a 
confession. Before you, who are to come onto the face of the earth, before the face of 
God.

He saw. He saw me swallowing the letter. He sees still, as I write. He sees 
everything, from everywhere. He sees me.

2.

But am I writing this for you? Isn’t it so that whenever a human mouth opens, it 
utters a lie? Isn’t my tongue prone to vacillate? Am I not writing this in order to forget?

First: to forget the light, the cloud of light that no one saw but me, when he 



entered the chamber of the logothete. The logothete as well, the principal authority, did 
not see the cloud of violet light that engulfed the body of the Philosopher. That informed
me that the Philosopher and I were one of a kind: we could see the unseen. We could see 
with inner eyes.

I had never seen such a light before, not even when I addressed God in hours of 
bodily suspension, beyond the senses. And the music of the spheres that no one heard but 
me. I saw three things: light, color, and music. And this is how writing can lie, wretched 
ones, how the mouth can utter lies, how the tongue can vacillate, how untrustworthy the 
word: were there three things? I saw One, and it would be better if it were spoken and 
conveyed in a single utterance; one thing I did see: light, color, and music, because light 
is color, as is music, as color is light, so is music, as music is both color and light at one 
time. How many words and letters for one thing! God is one, the Almighty, and He is 
great, and in different forms this Oneness manifests itself. And one needs many words to 
utter that Oneness, though one thing is best contained in a single word. But I know not 
that word. And when too many words are used for one thing (as in the sentences derived 
from languages since Babel), then the One is eroded into many. The one is no longer one, 
and we, using too many words, no longer speak of Him. Yet without words we are unable 
to say anything. The name of God is not to be pronounced, oh, ye wretched ones, but I 
utter it by multiplying many words, because my heart is weak, and all I know is to think 
with my head and write words, by hand.

So allow me to describe it in such letters, though I know in advance that my 
description does not convey what I see: it was a music of the finest tones, most 
harmonious, and being so, the earthy ear could not hear it. Then: I saw a voiced light 
containing all colors; a light that imbues every single thing, His ray breathes into it and 
gives it its appropriate color, a light immutable, a light from pre-existence, but changing 
upon its entry into things. A light that is beautiful, and it is beautiful because it is 
beautiful in all its part at the same time, because it is beautiful in the same proportion 
and in the same way; because it neither becomes nor vanishes, neither expands nor 
contracts; because it is not beautiful in one part and ugly in another, nor is it beautiful 
at one moment and ugly at the next, nor is it beautiful for one thing and ugly for 
another, nor is it beautiful at one place and ugly at another, nor is it beautiful for one 
group and ugly for another; it is beautiful in itself, now, ever, and forever, always by 
itself, in its own form, a light that bears within it the Well of beauty: light, music, and 
color. Light that is seen with the heart, that is dispersed in colors seen by the mind; 
music that is heard with the heart, that dissolves into voices heard in the mind.

Light—well-being, Holy Spirit. Rain, a rain of light. Like rain falling on the earth 
provides herbs their being: to the tender ones—tenderness, to the fragrant—fragrance, 
and to the poisonous—poison, so it is when it, the light, enters the hearts of people. It 
changes and presents them with power commensurate with the virtue of their hearts.

To me it was poison. Of ants.
He entered and stood before the logothete. He bowed (and the cloud of light bowed 

with him, and no one could see it but me). Beside the logothete were I, Father Stefan 
the Letter-Bearer (the father of the alphabet which was to be dispersed throughout the 
kingdom—if only he had not come!), and Father Pelazgij Asikrit, head of the library. We 
all bowed before him because the word about the miracles and wonders he performed 
preceded him. None of us knew why the logothete invited him, but we supposed that he 
sought confirmation of his spiritual power. And we sensed that it had some secret 
connection to the peculiar disease his daughter suffered from, who for thirty-three years 
(as long as the condemnation hovered over our kingdom because of the ominous chamber 
containing an ominous inscription) lay in bed wearing out as many sets of linen as her 
years, overcome by a strange, mysterious illness.

More about that later, because the time is not ripe, oh blessed ones; and I am 
known for the pleasure I take in creating all manner of letters in order to fashion my own 



histories, which have never occurred, but I produce them in such a way that they hover 
before your eyes; and I know how to tell stories, all in due time; to offer you one morsel 
after another of the event, of the sweet honey that drips from these histories, like 
rationing water to one in a desert, a drop at a time, so that the quenching of his thirst, 
of his need, does not kill him. This is what I do and will do: I will offer you a taste and 
then withhold it until the next craving, because the time is not always ripe, in order to 
give you time to receive and recognize what is being narrated, so you are not afflicted 
with knowledge’s poison, so you do not quench your thirst for truth in a single gulp, so 
you are not vanquished by the events of the narration, so you do not perish unprepared 
to receive what I have to recount, while it still proceeds. This is why the fathers 
bestowed upon me the name Ilarion the Tale-Weaver, as soon as my mouth and tongue 
started weaving words, at the age of six months. My gift for language is perhaps the 
result of my being a foundling, not born of woman’s womb, or, if you prefer, I was born 
of woman’s womb, but one unknown, oh ye inwardly blessed. The Fathers said that I was 
most likely born of a woman whose womb was enveloped by the Lord Almighty; she bore 
me after long prayers before the face of the Lord and after she promised Him that after 
giving birth to me she would dedicate me to His service, and that no razor would touch 
my head or beard as long as my soul resided within my body. And they also declared that 
that was why she abandoned me before the gate of the secret chamber, an augury for 
our kingdom, the chamber of our fear and foreboding, in the deepest bowels of the 
church Agia Sophia, from where, my blessed ones, I dispatch my account.

I was found on the steps, so they wanted to christen me The Ascender of Ladders. 
So Father Stefan the Letter-Bearer said, whom I resemble in appearance, mostly in our 
hairy arms. So he decided: that I be called The Ascender of Ladders, to ascend high 
toward God and to direct my pure spirit toward deeds He would embrace. And so it was: I 
became The Ascender of Ladders, until my mouth opened, at six months, and until God 
gave substance to the words under my tongue. And when the Father heard that a half-
year-old child could narrate all manner of events with no root in reality but were like a 
tree growing in the air, purely imaginary, they called me The Tale-Weaver. The tales are 
imaginary, different from events that have truly occurred and must be faithfully related. 
And my tongue possessed no talent for events but for tales, first nurtured on such honey. 
So I became The Tale-Weaver, best suited for the telling of tales and for the crafts of 
narration and imagination, best accomplished through the delay of ultimate gratification, 
since after one’s need is satisfied, the passion in his soul is extinguished like a candle 
that burns itself out in a monk’s cell. The name The Tale-Weaver suits me entirely, and 
not many know me as Ilarion; I was The Tale-Weaver when the Philosopher arrived, and 
since then I have become The Tale-Deceiver; allow me to call myself by this name, 
because my soul has turned into something treacherous and ugly, still residing in my 
guileless body.

So, as I noted earlier: in some respects I was better than the Philosopher, who was 
wise and learned, but he could not see what only I could see, and he knew not how to 
weave tales in his mind but could only repeat those of others. But He chose him to abide 
in Him, because He detested the imaginary. For in Holy Scripture it is pointed out that 
into the heavenly realm, the City of God, dogs, fornicators, murderers, and idolaters will 
not be admitted, nor those who bear false witness, who lie. And the Tale-Weavers do lie, 
and they want to lie. As it is said from the mouth of the Holy Apostle John the Divine: 
“For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any 
man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in 
this book; And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, 
God shall take away his part out of the book of life…” I added, I sinned, and God will 
punish me by adding to the book of life: I would like to die, but the time is not ripe for 
that!

So it was, because it was not otherwise, uttered by my own mouth, written by my 



own hand: after we bowed before the Philosopher and he before us, the logothete said, 
“Welcome, Philosopher.” “May God bless you, your kingdom, and your king, honorable 
master,” the Philosopher replied.

“These are my counselors, spiritual fathers, heads of their orders, members of my 
Council,” the logothete said, indicating us. “Father Ilarion, whom we call The Tale-
Weaver, for he creates tales without root in the earth. Father Stefan the Letter-Bearer, 
who invented a new alphabet, better than the one we have now. And Father Pelazgij 
Asikrit, serving me and the king, head of the library, very learned, whose years on earth 
are half the number of books he has read.” So he introduced us, as if our names fed off 
the meanings they bore, as if they were correct and constant, as if they were bestowed 
on us by right and merit. And they were bestowed on us by sinful human mouths, 
therefore imbued with sin themselves, as is often the case that thieves and bandits are 
given such names as well; only God knows the true names of events and objects, but He 
does not reveal them, for the time is not yet ripe, as is the case with my tales.

The Philosopher nodded, crossed himself at the mention of each name, and began 
inquisitively to inspect us with his large, warm eyes. I hate him and Him because of him; 
but I have to say that I have never seen more beautiful eyes than his; the eyes of a young 
buck. There was nothing human in these eyes or their clear glance: he stood before us in 
that manner, and it was clear from the faces of Pelazgij and Stefan that they could not 
see what I could see, the cloud of light that gently engulfed the body of the miracle-
worker. And they could not see his glance, peering and piercing through the surface of all 
things: through the hard walnut husks, so as to imbibe their concealed sweetness, behind 
the soft skins of the three of us, so as to taste our secret bitterness.

“At thy service, a slave of thine and of the Lord,” the Philosopher said.
“Is it true what has been said, Philosopher, concerning the relics of St. Clement?” 

the logothete asked.
“The Lord is a witness,” the Philosopher briefly replied, seemingly not in the mood 

for conversation.
“How did it happen?”
“I heard from a blind beggar, whose palm, like any other beggar’s, is Christ’s 

treasury, because he who gives to the poor gives to Christ, that the relics of the great 
saint still lay at the bottom of the sea. I asked the archbishop to provide me a boat with 
a crew of believers, blessed men whom I asked to take me to the place mentioned by the 
beggar. And the archbishop honored my request: he gave me a boat and a crew of 
twelve. We sailed out, and a great silence permeated the surface as we approached the 
place. I ordered the men to begin digging at that place. I said, ‘Get into the water and 
start digging. Don’t be afraid, for you will not drown like rats.’ ‘Who has ever dug a hole 
in water, Philosopher?’ the twelve asked. And I told them that if we were at the true 
place, the sea would open by itself, and the bottom would be revealed. They jumped 
into the water, but the bottom did not appear, for we were not at the true spot. The 
men started to drown and flail about, but then a strong gale arose on the sea bringing a 
great wave that swept us toward shore. Suddenly the gale subsided, the sea opened, and 
the bottom was revealed. The men began to dig, and we sensed a strong aroma of censer 
resin and incense. And the sacred relics were revealed. The men collected the relics in a 
chest, they sealed it, and we presented it to the city’s temple with great honor and 
glory. So it was, merciful master, with God’s help and according to His will.”

As the Philosopher was talking, I watched the faces of Father Stefan and Father 
Pelazgij. Father Stefan had one completely white eye and a vein on his neck that in 
moments of anger and malice (which often came upon him, for his soul was weak) 
throbbed like one on a lizard’s neck. This vein now throbbed as it were about to burst. 
The Letter-Bearer inflated like a drowned ox in a river, he blushed, then turned pale, 
and it was only the presence of the logothete that prevented him from asking questions, 
for he resented listening to the accomplishments of others. The Letter-Bearer was 



envious, and his soul suffered from jealousy day and night, like a rock splashed by the 
waves of the sea. That is why, in my tales, I thought of Father Stefan as a moth, or at 
least I comforted myself with the thought that in some previous life (for only I among the 
fathers believed in something called a previous life) he must have been a moth, because 
jealousy is really moth-like: it, like this unfortunate creature, gnaws at the cocoon in 
which it is born; jealousy nibbles at the heart, gnaws at the soul, and maims the body. 
Father Stefan was overcome with sadness the same way any malicious person is when 
meeting someone greater than himself, incapable of admitting that that person is at 
least equal to him; he became weak at the sight of someone equal to him, wanting 
advantage and power over that person; he trembled with fear when he saw those inferior 
in spirit to him, fearing that they might become his equal, or even surpass him. Father 
Stefan wept with those who wept, but his soul did not rejoice with those who rejoiced. 
That kept him from being happy in his life: envy did not allow him to make use of what 
he possessed, for the yearning for what he lacked constantly disturbed him. This was the 
case now: slowly, but only I could see it, he was turning into an unfortunate tool of envy.

Father Pelazgij Asikrit, on the other hand, looked at the Philosopher seemingly 
calmly, but feigning a faint smile that danced along his lower lip. He was duplicitous, and 
his soul suffered from hypocrisy. His smile contained an element of mockery; I learned 
that well, when on one occasion Father Pelazgij heard my confession about my hearing 
celestial music in the temple while at prayer, when I was out of my body and my senses. 
The same smile now flicked across his lower lip as at that time. Neither of the fathers 
believed in miracles, for, though they prayed to God with all their heart, He never 
appeared to them; they taught the seminarians the miracles of the Holy Mother of God, 
but they themselves did not believe in them. Neither did they believe now, even though, 
as I said before, the news concerning the miracle of finding the relics of St. Clement, the 
honorable Roman pope who was drowned at sea as a martyr, came well before the 
Philosopher did.

The logothete looked at the Philosopher with awe. He could not comprehend the 
simplicity and ease with which the Philosopher narrated the event, as if it were about 
opening a door, entering a chamber, and closing the door behind him.

“And learning, Philosopher? Where is your learning? A wise man like you should have 
lots of books. Tell us where they are, so I can have them unloaded,” he said.

“I don’t have any,” he said.
“You don’t have any?”
“I don’t, honorable master. Heaven, the earth, the sea, all this world is a great and 

glorious book of the Lord through which God reveals himself to us silently, because all 
that is visible bears witness to the invisible,” he said, and evidently his words left a 
powerful impression on the logothete. Father Stefan coughed nervously and looked at 
Father Pelazgij, who smiled cynically and mumbled so that only the logothete could hear: 
“So I am the head of the library for nothing, for it contains neither Heaven, the earth, 
nor the sea. Or, if what the honorable Philosopher has said is true, then I am the head of 
Heaven, the earth, and the sea.” The logothete threw a surprised glance at Father 
Pelazgij, and his smile froze on his lip. The next moment Father Pelazgij rubbed his 
palms in obeisance before the logothete and continued to mumble: “It’s a beautiful 
parable the Philosopher has told us, your honor. But books and what they contain are also 
necessary. For learning. For real learning.”

Oh Philosopher, bodily a man, spiritually an angel! At that moment your soul 
became as soft as yarn that stops a poisonous arrow, you remained calm, and the arrows 
of envy cannot pierce through softness, which smothers them, whereas hardness, such as 
the stone wall of vanity, can repel them like the wall of a fortress, but leaving behind a 
hole. The Philosopher smiled meekly, but he knew the meaning of that real. He was 
experienced in polemics, and we had heard that everyone he disputed was conquered by 
reason, intellect, and faith in God. It was said of him that his mouth could engender a 



mild and soothing word at one moment and a stern and just, but never poisonous, word 
at another, and those who opposed him usually left the discussion in shame and 
humiliation. He just stroked his beard, fixed his eyes at an indefinite point above Father 
Pelazgij, and said: “When the sea opened, honored one, was it because God did it, or 
man?” Pelazgij said: “God.” “And when someone does not believe that the sea opened, 
but believes that only God can open it, does that mean he does not believe in God, or 
does not believe in man?” “He does not believe in God,” Pelazgij said, already sweating. 
“And if one doesn’t believe in God, saying there is no God, shouldn’t he be capable of 
seeing everything, and becoming almighty, that is, to become God himself? If you say, 
‘the world exists without God,’ don’t you first have to become acquainted with the 
entire world, to examine the whole universe, with all its suns and stars, the histories of 
all times, to travel all space and all time?” “Yes,” Pelazgij said reluctantly and sourly, 
and his mouth puckered as if containing a handful of dogwood berries. “Well, if that is 
so, honored one, then is Pelazgij God, yet one who doesn’t believe in God? Doesn’t 
Pelazgij believe in himself?”

What was happening within Pelazgij only I could comprehend. The soul of Father 
Pelazgij was weak and lacked faith in itself, not to mention God. That was why it was 
proud, easily agitated, for pride stems from weakness, from lack of faith in oneself. And 
that was why he could not serve Christ, regardless of the fact that he read night and day. 
And that was why I imagined him in my stories as an owl: he could see clearly in the 
darkness, but in sunlight, God’s light, he became a blind bird. Such a person was
Pelazgij: he was wonderfully witty and quick when discussions were held in the seminary 
regarding events in the Holy Scripture, or miracles performed by the saints, but he could 
see nothing when genuine light shone, when a cloud of light, rain of light, would emerge 
as it did now from the weak, frail body of the Philosopher. Father Pelazgij had one 
weakness: when parables cornered him in a discussion, he would begin to stammer, and 
tears would well up in his eyes. But these tears were not the tears of weakness, but of 
anger, which may be the same, because weakness gives rise to anger, causing a person to 
remember, until the day he decides to take revenge. For it has been said: it is easier to 
defeat an empire than your own anger. And many heroes who have conquered empires 
have remained slaves to their own anger. So it was with Pelazgij: he began to cross 
himself (but actually a storm raged within him), he stammered that it was not so, that 
God was holy. But the Philosopher was right about Pelazgij, and I, though I hated the 
Philosopher at that moment, for he could see through us straight into our hearts and 
bowels, as if we were made of glass, I knew that Pelazgij had no faith in himself and 
therefore could have no faith in God either. I knew that just as it is impossible to see the 
sun without the sun, it is impossible to believe in God without God within oneself, 
without faith in oneself. Because God is within us; the one without faith in himself has no 
faith in God, who resides within.

The logothete, however, clapped his hands to signal his agreement with the 
Philosopher. He looked at him as if he were a revelation. Obviously, he was amused at 
listening to the Philosopher and at mocking us, of whose wisdom he had had enough.

At that moment Father Stefan committed a grave error, interrupting to defend 
Father Pelazgij. “How many books have you read, Philosopher, that you speak with such 
wisdom?” he asked with feigned tenderness, but we knew that his soul was smoldering in 
vanity. Father Stefan wanted to demonstrate his own wisdom, but it has been said: to 
prove your own wisdom is to prove that the sun shines. “I don’t know,” the Philosopher 
answered. “But you can give us a rough number,” he said to him, leading the 
conversation like a hunter herding a deer into a trap waiting ahead. “Perhaps a 
hundred,” the Philosopher said. “Our library has five thousand,” Father Stefan said 
cynically. “And Pelazgij Asikrit has read almost four thousand,” he added, and the vein 
on his neck danced in triumph.

The Philosopher smiled and asked in a natural voice: “Must one drink up the whole 



sea in order to realize that its water is salty?” The logothete laughed loudly, and his 
laughter pierced Father Stefan to the heart; the vein leapt on his neck, and for a 
moment I thought it would burst and spray blood all over.

The logothete continued laughing like that, and the scene grew unpleasant; the 
Philosopher felt that, so he went on: “Father Stefan, if you read a book a day, from dawn 
till dusk, and you do that for sixty years, how many stacks of books in your library can 
you read in a lifetime? Not more than one or two paces, if measured that way. And your 
library can surely be measured in a thousand steps, if you count all its walls. However, as 
you know, learning is not measured in steps; if it were, one who has nothing better to do 
than taunt us by pacing the library could become the most learned of all, an asikrit, a 
scribe above all scribes.”

Stefan became enraged, turning into a vile lizard, into a moth that gnaws its own 
cocoon; Pelazgij turned completely pale, and only I saw the right hand of The Letter-
Bearer squeezing itself into a fist under his cloak. But the Philosopher continued talking 
calmly, gently, serenely, but steadfastly and justly, uttering words whose truth stung. 
For it has been said: your enemy is the best medicine for your faults, for he sees better 
than a friend does, who, out of politeness, never speaks to you openly. So learn from 
him, because what he says is not poison: and is it not so that even poison, in small 
amounts, in mere drops, like my ability to tell stories, can cure disease? Your enemy, 
Father Pelazgij, is your soul’s physician, but you did not see that then, you did not 
recognize that then. The Philosopher continued: “Besides, the heart draws us to God the 
same way books do. No one has ever breathed all of the air into himself. So, our 
intellects cannot gather up all knowledge. Finally, if a person reads till he draws his final 
breath, he’ll certainly learn a lot, but he won’t have time to transfer that learning to 
anyone when his moment of death approaches, because a moment is shorter than an 
hour, an hour shorter than a year, a year shorter than a lifetime; and if one waits till the 
final moment to pass on his learning, that learning will vanish with the learned one into 
the next life, and no one will know that it ever existed at all. If you sow a kernel of 
wheat, will it not grow into a full head, and will these kernels later multiply into many 
others, to a field expanding into other fields? And so, when a language is dying and an 
alphabet is becoming extinct, it is not necessary to save everything; if a temple of books 
is on fire, it’s enough to save one, even just a page, even a line on that page. And then 
all books can be revived from what has been saved, from one kernel of the alphabet, 
from one word of a book. God created the world from a Word, and now there are 
innumerable words, innumerable languages, as many as there are tribes on the face of 
the earth.”

Father Stefan was drained of his blood; it was all concentrated in the vein on his 
neck. Father Pelazgij licked his parched lower lip, and, exerting great effort to keep 
from stammering, spit out: “And how many times a day do you read that book of Heaven, 
the earth, and the sea, Philosopher? And why read it again today, when you read it 
yesterday?” The Philosopher smiled mildly and said: “Why then did you, Father Pelazgij, 
ask for food today? Didn’t you have supper last night?”

The logothete looked at the Philosopher in excitement. He pointed to a chair at his 
side and said: “Come. Sit here, Philosopher.”

None of us remembered the last time the logothete asked someone to sit in his 
presence, much less next to him. That honor was given only to Father Stefan, when he 
created the new alphabet, because the logothete could not learn the one in existence, 
always complaining that it was too complicated. We all knew that the spirit of the 
logothete was sluggish, that learning entered it only with difficulty. But we knew that 
power does not pray to God, that it was better to create a new, less complicated 
alphabet, so he could read and write his orders in his own hand, his own calligraphy. 
Father Stefan exerted himself in teaching the logothete the existing alphabet, but 
eventually he lost heart. Afterwards, he received the order to invent a new one. When he 



accomplished this task and delivered the alphabet, written on a scroll, the letters like 
maidens cherishing their virginity, the logothete bestowed upon him the honor of sitting 
beside him. He learned the symbols in three days and was extremely satisfied, for the 
alphabet was very simple, created especially for a ruler like him. Each of its letters was 
an icon that could be drawn easily, remembered easily, its meaning easily released, for 
the icon surrendered their souls, their meaning, with ease: their meaning matched what 
they were, their meaning was contained in the image. The Letter-Bearer created thirty-
two letters, thirty-two images for thirty-two words that a ruler cannot do without, that 
are necessary for ruling others, the most important being “I,” “power,” “ear” (meaning a 
spy, a person who hears what others say about power and then reports it to the king), 
and others, but the whole alphabet was as follows:

grave / prison / assembly / head / leopard / cooking / ruling / I

ear / horse / freedom / body / chains / exile / scaffold / you

spy / stoning / blinding / castle / lover / siege / death / we

child / dagger / dismemberment / bribe / gold / army / six / attack

When Father Stefan saw that the alphabet was good and that the logothete could 
use it in writing, he asked the logothete to issue an order: that it be disseminated 
throughout the kingdom and everyone learn it: the scribes, the priests, nobles, and all 
who could write and read substitute the new for the old, and so be able to understand 
their ruler. I knew that the order would be accepted with difficulty and that the people 
would rebel, for the world with the new alphabet now seemed smaller, diminished, and 
simpler: everything that had no image in the alphabet of Stefan the Letter-Bearer ceased 
to exist, because things exist only if they have a name to call them by. It seemed as if 
The Letter-Bearer had fenced off part of God’s creation and said: here you live, and 
anything for which I have not created a word does not exist. That alphabet, for example, 
had no symbol for “love,” not even for physical love, with a woman; when I pointed that 
out to The Letter-Bearer, he clenched his teeth, his white eye flashed, and he said: 
“That’s nothing for you to worry about. When the logothete issues you an order to create 
an alphabet better than mine, then you can put in it whatever you think is necessary.” 
And he shooed me out of the seminary. But I thought a lot about the nature of the 
alphabet and came to a strange but sensible conclusion: perhaps, I said to myself, the 
people will secretly start to use one symbol for two or three things, without the 
logothete’s knowledge (who will surely not permit an increase in the number of symbols 
in the alphabet, thus allowing anyone to invent new symbols to represent things that 
exist); so, the symbol for power might at the same time stand for love, though I had no 
clear idea what secret correspondence there was between these two things, nor whether 
there was any relationship between ruling and loving. It was also not clear to me how one 
would know when the symbol (a man with a raised, out-stretched arm) would mean “I 
rule you,” or when “I love you,” and I imagined what kind of misunderstandings might 
arise from this ambiguity. And it wasn’t clear to me why it was the ruler who always 
wanted to learn the symbols first, to know their exact number, not allowing the 
invention of names for things in existence. And why it was the people who always had to 
conceal other meanings under one symbol. Who were they hiding them from? And why 
are there such secret alphabets within alphabets, secret words within words, secret 
letters within letters, as Father Cyril, the Philosopher, revealed to us, and, as we will see 
further, but the time is not yet ripe. However, I didn’t want to involve myself with these 
matters, because I was afraid I would provoke the Letter-Bearer’s ire, because my place 
was not that of a Letter-Bearer, but of a mere Tale-Weaver.



So it was: I took myself out of the way of The Letter-Bearer and tried not to stir his 
anger; and as the Philosopher took his place by the logothete, I thought about what 
happened with the vain, angry soul of The Letter-Bearer, and goose bumps spread over 
my flesh when I saw it (as I said, I can see what others can’t, but enough of that now, for 
the time is not ripe), and thought that perhaps the time was right to say something in our 
defense. Not that I wanted to, but I had to, because I knew that The Letter-Bearer would 
order me to his chamber after the discussion, as he always did when he was dissatisfied 
with my behavior, wanting me to appear like him and not like myself. Because it has 
been said: the one who does not look after his faults is busy perfecting the faults in 
another of his kin. So, he would summon me to his cell and ask me why I said something I 
said, or why I said something I didn’t say, he would listen to me and reproach me with 
base words, words unworthy of his status—why I said nothing, why I didn’t side with him 
in the discussion, why I sided with the devil. So it would go: when someone attacked him, 
he required that I defend him, without asking me what I thought about the issue or 
whether I thought he was right or not. In his poisonous, cursed mouth, in the cell where 
he tortured me with threats, my obedience gradually turned into weakness, my clear-
headedness into fear, my openness (as when I told him about the lack of symbols in his 
alphabet) became immodesty and impudence. And he often beat me, but I could tell no 
one about it, though I often wondered, how could a father beat a father? Doesn’t God 
see all? Even the blackest ant on the blackest marble? Could it be that his own 
impudence derived from some strange, vague, hidden, not yet revealed closeness 
between us? And if it were closeness, what was its nature? Those questions troubled me 
greatly, but I found no answer to them.

“The Philosopher should know that on that chair, honored ruler, only Father Stefan 
sat before this,” I dared to say, thinking that would satisfy Father Stefan’s need for 
praise, that finally I would fulfill my obligation to side with him along the path he had 
taken, behind him, in his darkness. How wrong I was: the face of The Letter-Bearer 
cleared for a moment, but its brightness vanished when he realized that I uttered only 
one sentence, whereas his vain soul expected more, but didn’t receive it. He crinkled his 
forehead. But it has been said: when you feed pride, it turns against you in all its wrath 
and cruelty, and if you summon the strength to resist it, it becomes tame. But I had no 
strength to resist it, none. So his white eye flashed like a bolt of lightning directed at 
me. I knew what awaited me in his chamber of humiliation, but it was too late for me to 
say anything, as the logothete had already opened his mouth; and he was in the habit of 
keeping it open a moment or two before he spoke, as if pondering something difficult 
and painful upon which he desired to speak.

The logothete brightened: he received my remark well and began telling the 
Philosopher that Father Stefan had managed to create a simple alphabet, soon to be used 
throughout the kingdom. “It’s the work of God,” the logothete said, looking toward 
Father Stefan. “The Lord God sent us the alphabet through the vision of Father Stefan.”

Father Stefan slowly came back to earth; the vein on his neck stopped pounding like 
thunder, and soon he was washed with tenderness, realizing that the discussion focused 
on his achievement. The Philosopher looked calmly at Father Stefan and said: “God is 
One, and Almighty is He, the All-Containing. Glory to Him for sending you the alphabet 
you write with. But what was your vision, Father Stefan?”

Father Stefan took a step forward, looked at the Philosopher with a burning coal in 
his eyes, because he thirsted after glory and praise, and he said: “The night after the 
logothete gave me his order and withdrew to bed, I went to the temple; I took my quill 
along, a scroll, and red ink, and I toiled till midnight to come up with something, to 
invent an alphabet that would suit our benevolent ruler. But I wrote with my hand alone, 
not with my heart, as God was not yet with me. At midnight a strong wind blew into the 
church and extinguished all the candles. And in the midst of that darkness I saw an angel 
descend from heaven with a quill in his hand. ‘Fear not, and let not thy knees tremble 



so; thou hast been chosen to receive the revelation to bear a new alphabet for thy 
people. For He who hath sent me hither told me that thou hast walked with Him, not 
before Him, neither behind Him,’ he said to me. Then he hovered above my head, in 
celestial light, in heavenly music, took my hand, discarded my blunt quill, and handed 
me a quill drenched in heavenly light. It began to write by itself, though in my hand, and 
one hour past midnight, at the hearing of the first cock, the alphabet for our master was 
complete, and I knew what each symbol depicted.”

The Philosopher looked calmly at Father Stefan, and repeated: “God is One, He is 
Great, the Word is in Him, and He in the Word.” Then he asked for the scroll on which 
the new alphabet was inscribed and said that in the morning he would read aloud before 
us the meaning of each symbol. The logothete looked at him as if dumbstruck.

Then the Philosopher rose, begged permission to leave, took the scroll containing 
Stefan the Letter-Bearer’s new alphabet, bowed before the logothete, crossed himself 
before us, and left.

We remained dumbstruck, and the vein on Father Stefan’s neck bulged so much that 
we thought it would burst like a Well thunderstorm. The logothete dismissed us with a 
wave of his hand, and we, our hearts and spirits broken, filled with wrath, departed one 
after another to our chambers. And we all thought the same thing: The Letter-Bearer 
would summon us to a secret assembly in the evening, to find a way out of our 
predicament.

I was the most unconsoled, because as the Philosopher was leaving the chamber, I 
realized that I saw it no longer: the cloud of light around Father Cyril the Philosopher had 
dissipated. I lost my insight. I was no longer his equal, for I had already joined the two 
humiliated and spirit-broken ones in the fight against him, which ended the way it did: 
today I am a black ant on black marble, in the darkest of nights, and God not only sees 
me but also hears the thud of my feet.
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